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Let R be a commutative ring with unit and G a semigroup. It is well 
known that the group ring RG is a Hopf algebra over R, with coproduct 
6 : RG + RG @ RG defined by 6(g) = g @g, g E G, and augmentation 
E : RG -+ R defined by E(g) = 1, g E G. Conversely, when is a Hopf algebra 
A over R the group ring of a group ? If R is an algebraically closed field, 
necessary and sufficient conditions for A to be the group ring of a semigroup 
are given by [3, Theorem 3.21. If R is an integral domain and A is a finite- 
dimensional free R-module, necessary and sufficient conditions for A to be 
the group ring of a group are given in [.5]. In this paper we give conditions 
for a Hopf algebra which is a finitely generated torsion-free module over a 
Dedekind domain to be the group ring of a group. 
If R is a Dedekind domain, by a Hopf algebra over R, we mean an R-algebra 
A with unit which is a finitely generated torsion-free R-module, together 
with algebra homomorphisms 8 : A ---f A @ A and E : A + R such that 
(1 06)s = (60 1)6 
and 
(1 @E)S = (c @ 1)6 = 1. 
In the proof of the theorem below it is necessary to assume the following 
hypothesis relating the Dedekind domain and the group. 
HYPOTHESIS. Let R be a Dedehind domain with quotient field Q, and let G 
be afinitegroup. 
(1) If characteristic Q = p # 0, assutne that p does not dimYe the order 
of G. 
(2) If characteristic Q = 0, assume that p # M2 for every prime number p 
such that G has a normal subgroup of order pe > 1, and for every maximal 
ideal M _C R with p E M. 
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This hypothesis is satisfied for any group if R = Z the ring of rational 
integers, and for any Dedekind domain of characteristic 0 if G is a noncom- 
mutative simple group. In characteristic 0, it implies that if A4 C R is a 
maximal ideal such that M A Z = (p) and G has a normal p-subgroup, 
then Mk n Z = (p”). 
THEOREM. Let R be a Dedekind domain with quotient Jield Q, and G be 
a jnite group such that the above Hypothesis is satisfied. Assume that G has 
no normal subgroup of exponent 2. If A is a Hopf algebra over R such that 
Q @ A E QG, then A e RG. 
Proof. Let H be any finite group whose order is not divisible by the 
characteristic of Q, and B any Hopf algebra over R such that Q @ B s QH. 
We identify B with its image in QH e Q OR B. Note that we have natural 
inclusions B @a B C QH o. QH and RH @a RH _C QH a0 QH. First we 
show that RH _C B. By [2, p. 1471 we can find elements b, ,..., b, in B and 
fractional ideals Ii ,..., I,,, such that B = I,b, @ -*-@ I,,,b, . Let h E H. 
DefineI={rERIrhEB} and J=(rER/rh@hEB@B}. Note that1 
and J are nonzero ideals in R. We can find ui E Q so that h = C uibi . It is 
clear that I = n liu-l n R and J = n lJ&u;’ n R. Using the properties 
of the prime decomposition of fractional ideals given in [6, Chapter V, 
Section 6, Theorem 111, it is completely straightforward to show that I2 
and J have the same prime decomposition, and thus that they are equal. 
But Ih @ h = S(Ih) C S(B) _C B @ B, so I _C J. Therefore I = 12, which 
implies I = R. Thus h E H implies h E B, or RH _C B. 
Let m be the order of H. We will show that mmB C RH. Since the charac- 
teristic of Q does not divide m, (x, y) = Tr R,, , where R,(v) = vu, is a 
nonsingular bilinear form on QH. Moreover if b, c E B, then (b, c) E R. 
(This is true because we can define, as in [I, Section 4, No. 31, the trace 
of R,, as an endomorphism of the projective finitely generated R-module B, 
and this equals the trace of R,, as a linear transformation on QH.) Let 
h 1 ,---, h, be the elements of H, and T be the matrix (tij), where tij = (hi , hj). 
It is easy to see that det T = &mm. Suppose b E B. Then we can write 
b = C qjh, , where pi EQ. Note that C tijqj = (hi , b) E R. But fmmT-1 = 
(det T) T-l has entries in R, so mmqi E R. Therefore mmb E RH. 
In particular, we can apply the preceding discussion to G and A and 
conclude that RG C A and nnA C RG, where n is the order of G. If n is 
not a unit, let M be a maximal ideal of R containing (n). The contain- 
ment map f : RG + A induces a homomorphism of Hopf algebras 
f/M : (R/M) G --+ (R/M) @ A. T o s h ow that A = RG it is enough to show 
that f/M is an isomorphism for each M > (n). Suppose that each f/M is 
an isomorphism. This says that A = RG + MA for every maximal idea I 
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M 2 (n). Note that if I and J are ideals such that A = RG + IA and 
A = RG + JA, then A = RG + I(RG + JA) = RG + IJA. Therefore, 
since (nn) is the product of a finite number of the maximal ideals containing 
(n), A = RG + (n”) A. But n”A _C RG, so A = RG. 
Consider the Hopf-algebra homomorphismf/M : (R/M) G -+ (R/M) @ A, 
where M is a maximal ideal of R containing (n). By [3, Lemma 3.11, if the 
elements f/M(g), g E G, are distinct, they are linearly independent, and so 
are a basis for (R/M) @ A. Therefore, to show thatf/M is an isomorphism, 
it is enough to show that ker(f/M ] G) = 1. 
Suppose L = ker(f/M 1 G) + 1. Since n is not a unit in R, the charac- 
teristic of Q is 0, and we may assume that 2 _C R. If L is not of prime-power 
order, we can find k EL such that if q is the order of k, q $ M. In any case, 
by the hypothesis that G contains no normal subgroups of exponent 2, 
we can pick k EL of order q such that q = 4 or q is an odd prime. Let K 
be the group generated by k, and let C = QK n A. Now C is a Hopf algebra 
over R such that Q @ C = QK. The equation f/M( 1 - k) = 0 says that 
1 - k E MC. We will show that this is impossible. 
By the discussion at the beginning of the proof, PQC C RK. We know 
that (1 - k) E MC, so q*(l - k) E MRK. It follows that q E M. This 
eliminates the case where L is not of prime-power order. Also (1 - k)t E MT, 
so @(l - k)t E MtRK for all positive integers t. 
We first consider the case q = 4. Then Mt n Z = (29 since L is a normal 
subgroup of order 2”. Our containment $(l - k)t E MtRK becomes 
2*( 1 - k)t E 2tZK. This says that 2t-8 divides the coefficients of (1 - k)* 
for t > 8. But direct computation shows that if k is of order 4, 2’ does not 
divide any of the coefficients of (1 - k)l5. Therefore the case q = 4 is 
impossible. 
We now consider the case where q is an odd prime. Then Mt n Z = (qt) 
since L is a normal subgroup of order q”. Our containment q*( 1 - k)t E MtRK 
becomes ~(1 - k)< E qlZK. Th is says that qf-9 divides all the coefficients 
of (1 - k)t for t > q. If t = 2xq, the coefficient of 1 in (I - k)t is 
We will get a contradiction by showing that qt-@ does not divide this for t 
sufficiently large. In fact we will show that 
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for x sufficiently large. Note that 
and by a refinement of Stirling’s formula found in [q, 
2XP ( 1 x4 < 4~~(Tccq)-1’2~ 
Therefore it is enough to show that 
pq > @(2x + 1) 4”‘1(77Xq)-r’s 
for x sufficiently large. But this is true because q > 3. Therefore the case 
where q is an odd prime is also impossible. 
Therefore, ker(f/M 1 G) = 1 f  or all maximal ideals M> (n), which 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remark. I f  G is a cyclic group of prime order p and R is the rational 
integers with a primitive pth root of unity adjoined, there exists a Hopf 
algebra A over R such that Q @ A E QG but with A & RG. 
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